
Complete the analogies using appropriate words from the word box.

1) Cactus is to desert as lotus is to .

2) Frog is to amphibian as snake is to .

3) Rose is to !ower as maple is to .

4) Stars are to sky as waves are to .

5) Tiger is to cat as orangutan is to .

6) King"sher is to bird as ant is to .

7) Hyena is to wild as cow is to .

8) Hot is to summer as cold is to .

9) Small is to hill as large is to .

10) Lilac is to shrub as mint is to .
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Complete the analogies using appropriate words from the word box.

1) Cactus is to desert as lotus is to pond .

2) Frog is to amphibian as snake is to reptile .

3) Rose is to !ower as maple is to tree .

4) Stars are to sky as waves are to sea .

5) Tiger is to cat as orangutan is to ape .

6) King"sher is to bird as ant is to insect .

7) Hyena is to wild as cow is to domestic .

8) Hot is to summer as cold is to winter .

9) Small is to hill as large is to mountain .

10) Lilac is to shrub as mint is to herb .

Answer key
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